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Elaboration the situation of the SATUC WC countries players'
contracts.
According to the contracts that you signed (teams agreement) regarding your
players, you are obliged to agree to all the terms mentioned in those contracts
knowing that any irregularities will lead to legal liability.
SATUC will inform the legal representative if any player is subjected to FIFA
regulations which indicate the player listed in your countries football union, and if
that's correct then it's totally against our terms and conditions sent to you and that
is against the agreement signed by you.
SATUC help those children who participated in her events to get to football clubs,
however, our partner has to respect SATUC charity and all the hard work put in.
So, SATUC is completely against any one of our signed partners saying after the
SATUC WC in Morocco, if the player invitation is displayed saying "come to the
table and discuss the offer".
According to all documents that you signed, and as you know that Satuc World
Cup is organized as a charity event for underprivileged children with no financial
gain to both organization and players.
SATUC has a football scouting program, supporters for such purposes. SATUC
has a scout to select talented players and takes them around the world for SATUC
World Cup in various countries. So, not allowed for all the guardians, grassroots
clubs and Intermediary’s form to negotiated to take advantage or cost.
You as a partner signed as personal resources to spent to going around your
country to scout for these players. SATUC's players still in school under guardian
supervision. SATUC's sponsoring the players according to all SATUC World Cup
regulation and terms and conditions, so, bylaws you can not sign any professional
contract until he reaches the age of 18 and without SATUC approval, because all
the players being subjected to SATUC regulations being
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Elaboration the situation of the SATUC WC countries players'
contracts.
SATUC will be against you if you used the player or take advantage of them, rule
but it will interest you to know that SATUC is a charity with a strict sports charity
governing body before you participate in any football body must inform SATUC
and get approved first.
SATUC are not inclined to partner with any organization that has partnership FIFA,
because this shows deceit from your part.
SATUC is the body that has the power to okay the transfer of players without any
cost as this is against our constitution as we are a non-profit organization and our
benefit to their life chang it through our events. Respect the SATUC and be ready
to go if SATUC needs.
Sponsoring the players and officials does give SATUC the right to claim these
players for their benefit without any advantage for SATUC.
SATUC has the right and authority on behalf of the contract that you approved, to
sign over the right of an under-aged player over but without any cost/benefit or any
advantage from the players as the contract terms shown to all parties. We are very
open to doing good life for the underprivileged children.
Any legal liability on football-related issues will still go back to SATUC and will be
judged according to SATUC regulation, constitution and terms and conditions,
code of conduct and ethics
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Country Name
On
/

/ 2019

First:
SATUC (Sheikha Al -Thani for disadvantaged children) a non-profit charity
organization registered under No. 855.
First party

Second:
Child's Name:
Father of the child name /guardian:
Guardian ID/number:
Guardian Carries:
Guardian Profession / Qualification:
Guardian Responsibility:
Second-party
Agreed to the following:
Article One:
SATUC has been operating in many service areas and organized the SATUC World
Cup for Orphans and disadvantaged children 2015 in Egypt, and SATUC World cup
2018 in Bulgaria, Sofia.
SATUC is lunging the SATUC World Cup 2020 in Morocco, Tiznit and in the
framework of the desire of SATUC to preserve its intellectual rights with each of
Children participating in the tournament.
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Article Two:
The previous preamble is an integral part of and complementary to the contract.
Article Three
The Second Party shall acknowledge the accuracy of all data and documents
submitted to the First Party.
The Second Party shall be responsible for civil and criminal liability in full if any of
these documents or data is incorrect.
The Second Party shall notify the Corporation (First Party) of any changes that may
occur to these data or documents Days from the date of this change.
Article four
The duration of this contract is valid until SATUC signs a professional contract in
one of the clubs for the child if it is identical and suitable for clubs.
Article five
The undersigned shall be bound by the points included in the contract, and the father
or the guardian shall be prohibited from contracting with any party (clubs, academies,
agents, or others) regarding professionalization or joining the clubs except after the
official return and approval of the SATUC Foundation, where the institution (SATUC)
is the representative of the child and signing on his behalf without any cost or any
benefits in all countries in the professionalism in terms of football and this in
accordance with the regulations and rules of the institution to ensure the protection of
the child. In contrast, the second party will bear all costs incurred by the organization,
and the institution may resort to the legal authorities to preserve.
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Article six
The parties to this contract shall acknowledge the validity of the addresses at
the end of this contract.
Article seven
This contract shall be issued in two copies, but each party shall have a copy to
act upon when necessary.
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